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CREEL CENSUS AND EXPEIElITURE STUDY, NORTH FORK SUK RIYER, MOOTANA, 1951

A creel census was conducted on the North Fork Sun River and several
associated bodies of water in Montana during 1951. This study was part
of a general program inaugurated by the Office of Missouri River Basin
Studies, Fish and Wildlife Service, to provide information concerning fishing pressure, yield, and comparative vrorth of various types of fisheries
in the Missouri River Basin,
The present paper is concerned with fisherman-expenditures, fishermanuse, and yield of the fisheries involved, although some data on other
aspects of the fishery were obtained.
The cooperation of the U, S. Bureau of Reclamation, the U, S.
Geological Survey, the U. S. Forest Service, the Montana Fish and Game
Department, and the Greenfields Irrigation District in various phases of
the work is appreciated,

DESCRIPTION
ITaters included in this study were (1) the North and South Forks of

the North Fork Sun River (which unite at the head of Gibson Reservoir),
(2) the North Fork Sun River between Gibson Dam and Diversion Reservoir,
and between Diversion Dam and the confluence of the river with the outlet
canal from Willow Creek Reservoir, (3) Gibson Reservoir, (4) Diversion
Reservoir, (5) Pishkun Canal, (6) Tunnel Lake, (7) Pishkun Reservoir,
(8) Split Rock Lakes, (9) Willow Creek Reservoir, (lO) Beaver Creek, and
(11) Wood Lake (see map),

Gibson, Diversion, Pishkun, and Willow Creek Reservoirs and Pishkun
Canal were constructed by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation betiveen 1906
and 1911, and are nov/ jointly owned by the Bureau of Reclamation and the
Greenfields Irrigation District, a local water-users association.
The North Fork Sun River is on the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mo\mt9.ins in Lev;is and Clark County and Teton County, Mont, The two main
tributaries of the North Fork Sun River, the North and South Forks, flow
through moxmtain valleys which more or less parallel the Continental
Divide (fig. l). From the Junction of these main tributaries at the head
of Gibson Reservoir, the North Fork Sun River flows easterly for 7 miles
through the reservoir, thence 4 miles through a steep, narrow canyon, and
then out onto the plains for about 25 miles, where it Joins with the South
Fork Sun River to form the Sun River, Just below the tovm of Augusta,

Fig. 1.

—A

typical section of the North Fork of the
North Fork Sun River,

The North and South Forks of the North Fork Sun River are mediumaltitude streams (about 1|,730 feet m.sdo at their confluence); each
has an abundance of pools and riffles and a width of about 60 feet in
the lower reaches. Records indicate a marked similarity in the flow
of the two streams. In 1951 the combined flow at their confluence
reached the maximum in May, v/hen the average flow for the month was
The minimuin monthly flow of 30ii second- feet occurred
li,253 second- feet.
Ihese two streams drain an area of about 1,000 square miles.
in Marcho
The principal tributaries are Moose Creek on the North Fork and the
West Fork on the South Fork, but there are many other named and unnamed tributaries in the drainage „ Beaver dams are found on many of
Although the river below the junction of the two
the smaller creeks.
forks has been considerably modified by water-development projects,
the tributary streams that originate the North Fork Sun River are
essentially in a natural state. The upper slopes of the headwater
valleys are characterized by stands of lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir,
and spruce. Both streams lie within the Le^d.s and Clark National
Forest. A part of the South Fork and all of the North Fork are within
Tnis headwater area can be reached
the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area.
by boat through Gibson Reservoir, or by hiking or horseback. The
North Fork may be reached also by trails entering the area from the
headwaters of the Tfeton River at the Ear Movintain Ranger Station, and

o

the South Fork may be reached by way of a graded road v/hich terminates at
the Bench I^rk Ranger Station. Pack trails follow many of the larger tributary streams. The K-L Ranch, with facilities at the confluence of the
Worth and South Forks and on nearby Arsenic Creek, is open to guests throughout the summer

Gibson Reservoir, on the Worth Fork Sim River just below the confluence
of the tiTO principal tributary streams, is a storage reservoir » It is about
It has a sur7 miles long and has a maximum width of approximately 1 mile.
is about
depth
The
maximimi
capacity*
maximum
face area of 1,360 acres at
feet deep.
over
is
30
of
reservoir
four-fifths
the
180 feet; normally about
The reservoir is subject to considerable fluctuation of v/ater level. For
example, during the past 6 years, the maximum annual fluctuation was 116
feet (1949) and the minimiroi T/as 29 feet (1951), In 1951 the water level
dropped 28 feet in August, after having risen more or less consistentlyo
Gibson Reservoir lies within the Lev/is and Clark National Forest, at
elevation 4,729 feet. It is surrounded by rocky ridges, partlj^ covered
with coniferous grovrbh. It can be reached at the dam by a steep, narrow,
rocky road, and is accessible by foot or horseback from a pack trail which
skirts the north shore. Boats may be used on the reservoir providing they
are at least 14 feet in length and have a beam of 48 inches.

•

That part of the Worth Fork Sun River v/hich lies between Gibson Dam
and Diversion Reservoir is 3 miles long and about 80 feet wide. Here the
river flows through a narrow canyon and is characterized by large, deep
pools and' turbulent riffles. The flovr is regulated by discharge from
Gibson Dam, During 1951 the flow varied from 234 second-feet in February
to 4,060" second-feet in May; during the study period the flavr gradually decreased from the 4,060 second-feet in May to 407 second-feet in September,
Several streams, the largest of v/hich is Beaver Creek (about 15 feet vj-ide),
enter this reach of the river. All streams entering from the north were
closed to fishing, and all on the south side were open to fishing. Of
those entering from the south, Beaver Creek v/as the most extensively used
by fishennen. A forest road extends up Beaver Creek a distance of about
2 miles.
Large areas of the canyon and adjacent gulches ai'e barren of
forest cover because of the rocky terrain and past fires.

Diversion Reservoir, 3 miles downstream from Gibson Reservoir, is a
long, narrow, 100-acre impoundment. Water in this reservoir is maintained
at a relatively stable level. Diversion Reservoir is in the same canyon
as the river between it and Gibson Reservoir and therefore has a similar
setting. It is accessible by a road along the south shore.

The 22 miles of

tlie

North Fork Sun River (fig. 2), from Diversion

*'^;te'';-

Fig,

2.

— North

Fork Sim River below Diversion Dame

Dam to its confluence with the Willow Creek Reservoir outlet canal, was
included in the census area. The average width of this reach of stream
is about 120 feet, and the gradient is about 18 feet per mile.
Although some of the substantial seepage from Pishkxin Canal enters
this section of stream through the few small tributaries, the flow is
largely controlled by releases from Diversion Reservoir. D\iring water
year 195l> the extremes in flow just below Diversion Dam were 23ii
second-feet in February and 3,526 second- feet in Mayo Flows of between
3,526 and 1,517 second-feet were maintained during May, Jvine, and July
but were dropped to less than 500 second-feet in August, September,
October, January, February, and March. Alternate riffles and pools are
characteristic of this section of the river. From Diversion Reservoir
the river flows through a narrow band of wooded foothills, thence
through rolling prairie- type terrain. A fringe of cottonwoods and willows grows along most of the lower river. The upper 3 or It miles is
accessible by a graded road, while the rest is accessible in all but
the most adverse weather by a network of trails.

Pishkrun Canal, which carries water from Diversion Reservoir to
Pishkun Reservoir, is 12 miles long and has a capacity of 1,200 secondfeet. Since the intake to Pishkun Canal is not screened, fish enter
the canal from Diversion Reservoir and large numbers are lost when the
cansil is drained each fall (Fish and Wildlife Service, 1952b).
Ihe
canal extends through the foothills and into the prairie. A maintenance
road parallels the canal throughout its length.

Pishkun Reservoir is an off stream irrpoundment on the plains about
12 miles northeast of Diversion Reservoiro It has a surface area of
1,550 acres at maximvm elevation. The water level in Pishkun remains
fairly stable during most of the year, although a rise occurs each
year beginning about Hay,
The water level rose about 10 feet in May
1951 and remained fairly stable until July, when it dropped about 5
feet. Maximum and minimum annual fluctuations during the past 7 years
were 16 feet (I9i;9) and 9 feet (I9ii6), respectively. Pishkun Reservoir
is surrounded by grasslands. It is accessible by ranch roads from
Augusta, the maintenance road along Pishkun Canal, and a graded road
from Choteau.

Fig. 3»

— View

of Willow Creek Reservoir showing
Willow Creek Dam in foreground.

WilloT/ Creek Reservoir is a 1,400-acre impoundment (fig. 3) on the
plains near Augusta, about 15 miles southeast of Gibson Reservoir and
about 1 mile off the graded road between Augusta and Diversion Reservoir,
Water stored in this reservoir is released, as needed, to satisfy downstream water rights of 300 second-feet for irrigation. Water enters the
reservoir from Willow Creek and Willow Creek Feeder Canal, which stems
from Pishkun Canal a short distance belov; Diversion Dam, Willow Creek
Feeder Canal has a maximum capacity of 500 second -feet and is 7,5 miles
long.

Tunnel Lake, adjacent to Pishkun Canal, about 6 miles from Pishkun
Reservoir, is a former pothole. It novr has a surface area of about 30
acres and a maximum depth of about 20 feet. Natural runoff into Tunnel
Lake is now intercepted by Pishkun Canal, but this is more than replaced
by seepage from the canal. The vrater level rose about 4 feet between
May and September in 1951,
The chain of ponds knovm as Split Rock Lakes also is near Pishkun
Canal, about 2 miles above Pishkun Reservoir, Of the many ponds, v/hich
are from 3 to 30 acres in size, only 3 or 4 of the largest are fished
to any extent. Before the construction of Pishkun Canal, the Split Rock
Lakes were shallow potlioles with an undependable water supply; seepage
from the canal now supplements the normal inflow and assures relatively
stable water levels.

There are a few other small lakes in the watershed which provide
fishing. Wood Lake, 2 20-acre lake near Bench I.Iark, is the most important
of these. Actually, Wood Lake is on a tributary of the South Fork of the
North Fork Sun River, A short creel census was made at Wood Lake during
the course of the study. Other lakes in the watershed v/ere censused but,
because of limited use, data were included with that for adjacent streams©

Augusta, at the lower extremity of the study area, is the closest toivn
to the study area (see map), Augusta has a population of about 500 people
and is a trading point for the local ranchers, Choteau, 26 miles to the
north of Pishlcun Reservoir, has a population of 1,S15, and Great Falls, 60
miles directly east of the study area, has a population of 39,214 (1950
census).
The general area is accessible by State Highway 33 which links Augusta
Helena (75 miles to the south) and Choteau to the north, and by State
Highway 20 which connects Augusta ^vith Great Falls, A branch line of the
Great Northern Railway terminates at Augusta,

T/ith

stock raising is the principal local industry. Some lands are dryfarmed or irrigated. Catering to tourists and sportsmen is an important
business in the area, and several resorts and dude ranches are located in
the vicinity of the study area. In 1951, there were at least seven dude
ranchers \¥ho either provided accommodations for guests or packing facilities, or both, Tito of these ranchers vrere located on the main river; one
ranch (K-L) was just outside the Wilderness Area at the confluence of the
llorth and South Forks.
Others vrere at Ear Mountain and Bench Mark near the
headwaters of the North and South Forks (see map).

Precipitation amounted to 2,95 inches at Aijgusta and 2,59 inches at
Gibson Dam for the period of study, ilay tlirough September, At the junction
of the IJorth and South Forks some rain or snow fell on about 30 percent of
the days of this period and about three -fourths of the days were cloudy.
Weather conditions v;ere more favorable at the lower elevations. The prevailing v/inds vrere westerly and often reached gale strength, especially in
the canyon area,

ranged from 34° F, to
During the early part of the season temperatures below Diversion
Dam were slightly higher than those above Gibson Reservoir, but thi'oughout
most of the remainder of the season temperatures taken immediately beloiv
Diversion Dam and at the jimction of the tvTO upper forks were not materially different. Daily temperatiire recordings were not made in the lovrer
reaches of the North Fork Sun River, but readings taken at occasional intervals indicate that the average water temperature in that area -was a few
degrees higher than in the upper reaches. The maximum recorded difference
in temperatures betiireen the upper and lower reaches was 8° F, Except in
the shallow Split Rock Lakes, water temperatures of the reservoirs v;ere
sirailar to those of the streams.
Vfeter temperatures recorded during the study

58

F,

,

The water in Gibson, Diversion, and Pishlcun Reservoirs is in the
medium-hard group (73 to 191 p,p,m, CaCOg), As might be expected, the
Y/aters of Gibson Reservoir were slightly softer than those of the lower
two reservoirs; othenvisc, there was little apparent difference in the
chemical nature of the waters of the tliree impoundjacnts,
!

Rainbov; and cuttliroat trout were taken in all waters included in the
study except the Split Rock Lakes; brook trout v/ere taken in all areas
except Pislikun Reservoir and Split Rock Lakes, Grayling vrere recorded from
Pishkun Reservoir and the river belo^'r Diversion Dam; single specimens were

reported from Gibson Reservoir, the Iliddle River, and Pishkun Canal

i'

,

1/ Although single specincaG of grajrling v/ere reported from Gibson
eservoir, the Iliddle River, and Pishkun Canal, there is some doubt about
this species occurring in these areas. All these areas arc above Di-i^ersion
Dam, and there is no record of any grayling plants above this pointo If
the species were native to those areas, it would seem that several specimens
vrould have been checked in creels.

x>

^fnitefish were caught in Diversion Reservoir and in sections of the
river below Gibson Dam, A few broim trout were caught in lUnnel
Lakeo Pike (fig. h) , yellow perch, and a single largemouth black
bass were recorded from the Split Rock Lakes. Suckers were recorded
from all the reservoirs and the upper and lower river. Sculpins were
found in most of the waters.

^ ':M
Fig. U,

— Four

pike taken from Split Rock Lakes
on opening day of the fishing season by
a party of three men.
Ihe largest fish
weighed 11-3A pounds, and the three
others weighed 2 pounds each.

Cutthroat trout, whitefish, and grayling are the only game fishes
native to the areaj however, all of the reservoirs and lakes included
in the study and most of the larger streams have been stocked in the
past with various game species now present. Introductions of trout
apparently were first made about 1895 • It is believed that, before
stocking, no trout were present above the natural falls on which Diversion Dam was built, although evidence of this is not entirely conclusive.

The regular fishing season opened on Hay 20, 1951, and closed on
UoTember 15, except at Pishlcun Reservoir, which was opened to fishing
from July 15 through the follov/lng February 29, Winter fishing was permitted in all of the ITorth Fork Sun River below Diversion Dam and in
Willow Creek Reservoir during the months of December, January, and February,
Daily and possession limits were as follows: Trout and whitefish, 15 fish,
not to exceed 10 poimds and one fish; grayling, 5 fish, no vreight limit;
pike, 15 fish, not to exceed 15 pounds and one fish; and bass, 15 povuads
and one fish, no limit on number. Minimum siae limits permitted the taking
of not more than 5 trout or v/hitefish under 7 inches in length and no pike
under 18 inches in length. There T?ra.s no creel or size limit on yellow
perch or suckers. During the winter season the creel limit on the river
was 15 fish, of which not more than 3 could be trout.

METHODS
Creel-census activities started mth the opening of the fishing season
on May 20 and continued until September 30, a period of 133 days. A 4-day
check was made during October in an attempt to provide a basis for estimating the amount of fishing during the period October 1 to llovember 15.

CharacTo facilitate the studjr, 18 check areas £/ were designated.
teristics of the body of water or limitations of access were the primary
considerations in making the designations. Data recorded at each check
area were kept separate, and estimates of total fishing pressure and
yield were made independently for each.
Because of limited access, it v/as necessary for virtually all parties
fishing above Diversion Dam, except those using the upper extremities of
the t\TO forks of the river, to pass through a checking station established
near Diversion Dam, This station was operated continuously duTing daylight
hours, except for two weekdays each T/eek. An auxiliary checking station was
maintained during much of the season at the head of Gibson Reservoir. Interviews for the South Fork, North Fork, llorth Fork-South Fork area, Gibson
Reservoir, Middle River, Beaver Creek, and Diversion Reservoir check areas
were made at one or the other of these checking stations. The "North Fork"
and "South Fork" check areas were used to designate fishing on the respective streams (exclusive of a half-mile stretch of each immediately above
their jimction) which could be checked at either of the two checld.ng
stations. The "llorth Fork-South Fork" check area was used to designate
fishing that occurred at or near the junction of the tvro forks (within onehalf mile) vrhere, because of overlapping use of the b.vo streams, it was impossible to separate the data.

2/

See table

1

for listing of check areas.

Access roads leading to the upper portions of the South ajid North
Forks of the ITorth Fork terminate at the Bench Mark Ranger Station on the
"Bench
former and near the Ear Mountain Ranger Station on the latter
Mark" and "Teton" were used to designate fishing in the two forks by fishermen who passed through these two points. Through the cooperation of re-sort o^vners, packers. Forest Service personnel, and others^ it was possible
to maintain a record of such use by making v/eekly trips to these areaso
«,

A 2=week (June 24 to July 7) intensive census of Wood -Lake was made
by means of a checking station.
Accoionting for fishermen using the 22 miles of the main river below
Diversion Dam presented a special problem, since there were several trails
leadinfT
O to the river from the main road and it v/as not feasible to use
checking stations except for the extreme upper one -half mile,, A census
was made of the upper 6 miles (Lower River A) and lower 5 miles (Lower
River B) of this reach of stream by means of periodic patrols i but the intervening 11 -mile section (Lovrer River C) was checked only occasionally
because of limited pressure' and' difficulty in traversing the roughi road
along the river. Fishermen using Pishkxm Reservoir, Pishkun Canal, Tunnel
Lake, and Split Rock Lakes were generally checked as they passed through
checking stations at Pishkun Reservoir or below Diversion Dam, but periodic
patrols also were made of these areas. Willow Creek Reservoir was censused
by patrolling. Checks were made of the above areas on an alternate -week
basis.
•

Information concerning the number of fishermen in the party, hours
spent fishing, type of fishing, residence and sex of fishermen, the catch
by species, and the cost of the fishing trip was recorded. Weights and
lengths of a nonselective sample of fish in creels also were obtained.
Estimates of the total weight of the catch were based on the average
weights thus obtained. The data were recorded on punch cards, which facilitated fast and accurate compilation.
Creel-census data were collected on a party basis. All the fishennen
in one boat or the occupants of one or more automobiles who fished together were treated as a party. By using this system, it was usually possible
to secure the necessary information from one member of the party, thereby
enabling the crews to accumulate considerably more data than would otherwise have been possible.
Creel data were compiled on a biweekly basis, and estimates of fishing
and yield were based on the respective compilations o- Juj;l'^ent factors were
used in arriving at estimates of fishing and yield for Lower River C,

Trip expenditures, which included the expenditure per day for food,
lodging, bait, reiltals, and miscellaneous items such as refreshments, film,
ice, and similar items, v/ere recorded on a party basis for each party contacted. Average trip expenditures and round-trip mileage per person per
day were computed for four major units of the study:
(l) above Gibson
Reservoir, (2) Gibson Reservoir, (3) below Gibson Reservoir, and (4) Wood
Lake, A rate of 7 cents per mile was used to determine transportation costs,
"•s

10

The fishing activity of the individual fisherman is expressed in terms
of "fisherman-days" and "fisherman -hours (pole-hours)." As the term implies,
a fisherman-day represents a day of fishing by an individual, irrespective
of the number of hours involved. The term "fisherman-hours" represents the
number of hours fished by a fisherman*

In a fevj instances complete data were not obtained on all aspects of
the study; those interviev/ records vrere omitted in calculating the particular aspects for which data vrere incomplete. Accordingly, the number of
individuals in the various samples listed in tables is not always the same.

RESULTS OF CREEL CEHSUS

Based on recorded data shovm in tables 1, 2, 3, and 4, it is estimated
that the fishing and yield in 1951
of the i'lorth Fork Sun River (from its
\vith
headwaters to its junction
the Willov; Creek outlet canal), including
that from Gibson and Diversion Reservoirs, v/as 7,201 fisherman-days (33,455
f isherman-houjrs), and 14,755 fish xveighing 6,723 pounds (table 5), Estimates
of fishing and yield, reduced to a surface-acre or mile-of-stream basis are
shoT/n in table 6,

V

Table 5 indicates that there v;as slightly more fishing pressure and
yield on the approximate 80 miles of the lorth Fork Sun River than on the
1,460 acres of water in Gibson and Diversion Reservoirs. Table 5 also shows
considerable variation in the fishing pressure between the various units of
It is believed that this situation can be attributed largely to
the river.
accessibility.
The upper section of the river (above Gibson Reservoir) v;as accessible
only by trail or by boat. Relatively few people fish in this extensive,
scenic, wilderness area, although there were at least seven dude ranchers
v;ho made a business of packing people into this area and one outfit (li-L
Ranch) provided lodging facilities within easy walking distance of the area.

3/ Estimates are for the period Llay 20 to September 30, 1951, only;
however, on the basis of only two parties observed in the 4-day period,
October 26-29, and interrogation of local residents and State Fish and Game
Department employees at the game checking station, it is believed that fishing in the area under study was small beti'/een October 1 and llovember 15,
the end of the regular open season. Although weather conditions were extrem.ely bad throughout the 4-day check period and thus could account for the
limited fishing at that time, the T/eather in the stiady area ordinarily can
be expected to be on the extreme side a:i?ter the end of September, Furthermore, the ilorth Fork Sun River area is one of the major elk hunting areas in
Montana, and most local people devote much of their spare time during the
fall and earljr winter to hunting. In the past, winter fishing has been
rather extensive, but no attempt ivas made to determine its extent during
the T/inter of either 1950-51 or 1951-52.

11

TABLE 1.

— Number

of parties, number of fishermen contacted, and average

number of fishermen per party, North Fork Sun River and associated
fisheries, Montana, 19$1»

Check Area

TABLE

2.— Recorded

pole-hours, recorded fish, and rate of catch. North Fork

Sun River and associated fisheries, Montana, 1951.

TABLE 3,

Number and percent of recorded fish by species. North Fork Sun River and associated fisheries, Montana, 1951.

TABLE U,

^Average lEight <f

fish in

a.

ncnseleotive sanple fron fisherman's creels. North Fork Sun River and associated ilsheries, Montana, 1951.

TABLE 5. --Estimated fishing pressure and yield. North Fork Sun River and
associated fisheries, Montana, 19^1.—

Fishing pressure
Fi sheiman- Fishermanhours
riays

Area

T^S

Wood Lake 2/

o
•H

o

xi

to
to

-H

(0

<^
ID

u u
O <D
Pm >

E
a

•H

u c
O P

-P

IS CO

Pishkmi (Janal
Pishk-un Reservoir
Willow Creek Reservoir
Tunnel Lake
Split Rock Lakes
Total
Gibson Reservoir
Diversion Reservoir
Subtotal
Upper Section
Middle Section
Lower Section
Subtotal
Total

6,295
7I46

2,56l
3,5l8
13,629
5,001
11,992
16,993
3,222
8,238
5,002

27976

"59r
2,326
3,223

"~M8"
2,020
1,290
3,978
7,201

See footnote 3, page 11.

2/

Estimates are for 2-week period, June

16

509

179
1,575
202
5oU
5l6

1/

Yield
Pounds
Number
)f fish
of fish

33,1455

2I4

Ti9ir

199

2^0
53U
191
359
201

Wj
759

t;5U6

270
299
7i40

a, 155

1,903
14,321

1,878

6,22U
1,129
3,807
3,595

I731I

lh,75F

to July 7,

only.

B32

1,073
1,510
37515

TABLE 6.--£stimatec^ fishing pressure

anci

yield, per surface acre of reser-

voirs and lakes, or per mile of streams. North Fork Sun River and
associated fisheries, Montana, 1951-

The middle section, v/hich included 3 miles of the main river and
Beaver Creek, was the most heavily fished portion of the river, probably
because it iTas readily accessible by a good forest road along its whole
length.

Pishing in the lower section of the river was relatively light in
spite of a fairly high average rate of catch (table 2), Again^ this probably
was because of poor access; generally speaking the area was accessible at
only isolated points over rather poor ranch roads. The importance of accessibility is borne out when it is realized that about 54 percent (695) of
the estimated 1,290 fisherman -days expended on this section were spent in
the first 3 miles (fig. 2), immediately below Diversion Dam where the approach road from Augusta came within a few hundred yards of the river.
Gibson Reservoir, which \vas 13 times larger than Diversion Reservoirj
sustained a fishing pressure of only about one-third that at the latter
impoundment. The greater use of Diversion Reservoir probably can be attributed principally to better access, although other factors j such as the
presence of established picnic sites and greater safety, may have contributed to it, A good road led to and along one side of Dit/ersion Reservoir,
while Gibson Reservoir could be reached by car at one point only, and then
only over an extremely rough and rocky road. Access to much of Gibson
Reservoir vra.s only by boat, on foot, or on horseback.

Except for minor variations due to differences in the rate of catch,
the composition of the catch, and the average vreight of the various species
taken, differences in yield from unit to unit seemed to be closely tied to
access.

Essentially all of the fish taken from the North Fork Sun River and the
onstream reservoirs were game fish and included rainbow, cutthroat,
and brook trout, grayling, and whitefish.
hybrid (rainbow x cutthroat)
Over 90 percent of the catch consisted of trout. Details of the composition
of the catch are shorm in table 3,
tT^7o

V

The average Vtreights of the various species of fish caught are shov/n
in table 4, Admittedly, some of the samples are too small to be statistically reliable; nevertheless, it is believed that the samples vrere

4/ Specimens considered by crev; members to be hybrids or integrades
between rainbov; and cutthroat trout were recorded, but for the purpose of
this report, all such specimens have been considered as rainbows and consequently are not shown in table 3 (composition of catch) or table 4
(average weights).
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representative s/, and that rainbow and' cuttlTToat ti'out taken in Gibson
Reservoir and tne strea.m. above were about tv/ice as large as those taken
below Gibson Reservoir.
The average rate of catch for the IJorth Fork Sun River fishery as
The average rate for the two
a whole was 0,43 fish per hour (table 2).

reservoirs was 0«34 fish per hour, considerabljr less than the 0«52 fish
per hour for the stream. Both the highest and lowest rates of catch were
recorded on sections of the stream (0,78 fish per hour on one portion of
the Lower River and 0,16 fish per hour at the jixnction of the two forks
of the ITorth Fork Sun River).
The 0,34 fish per hour for the two reservoirs was more or less intermediate betr/een the tv/o extremes for the
stream.
The average rate of catch in terms of pounds of fish per hour varied
from 0,13 pound per hour (Liiddle River) to 0.34 pound per hour (Lovrer
River C); that for the area as a whole vras 0.19 pound per hour. The
average for the two reservoirs (0,19) and that for the strea.m (0,20) vrere
essentially the same. Variations in rate of catch for the several check
areas are shoiivn in table 2,

Estimated fishermen use and yield in 1951 6/ of the associated fisheries, exclusive of that of Wood Lake 7/, T/as about 2,976 fishermen-days
(13,629 fisherman-hours) and 1,546 fish weighing 2,155 pounds (tables 5
and 6). This represents only about 29 percent of the use, about 9 percent
of the yield in mimbers, and about 24 percent of the yield in pounds of
fish of that of the entire study area, in spite of the fact that there are
about 1,000 8/ more acres of waters in the associated fisheries than in the

5/ Larger samples could not be secured because fishermen generally
cleaned their fish before leaving fishing viraters, but a sufficient number
of cleaned fish were examined to justify the conclusion reached. Data obtained on 30 fish taken from the upper section in 1951, but not recorded
during the course of the census, tends to substantiate the stated contention.
The 12 rainbow, 3 cutthroat, 6 hybrid, ^and 10 brook trout in this sample
averaged 1,52, 0,95, 1.43, and 0,33 pounds, respectively,
6/

See footnote 3, page 11,

7/ Wood Lake is unaffected by water development on the Ilorth Fork Sun
River and will be discussed separately,
Acreage in Pishkun Reservoir (1,550 acres). Willow Creek Reservoir
acres). Tunnel Lake (30 acres), and Split Rock Lakes (about 100
acres), excluding that in Pishkun Canal, equals about 3,100 acres, whereas
Gibson Reservoir (1,360 acres). Diversion Reservoir (100 acres), and an
estimated 700 acres in the river equals about 2,100 acres.
8/

(1,40'U'
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North Fork Sun River fisheryo Again, the relatively small amount of fishing
probahly can be largely attributed to poor access. None of the waters in
the associated fisheries were adjacent to a good roado The much lower average rate of catch for the associated fisheries (Ooll fish per hour and 0«16
poimd per hour) as compared with that on the North Fork Sim E-iver (0»48 fish
per hour and Oo20 pound per hour) undoubtedly contributed to the fact that
there was less fishing on the former 'areass The fact that Pislikun Reservoir was not open to fishing until July 15 also nay have been a contributing factor*
Slightly more than half of the fishing of the associated fisheries
was on Pishkun Reservoir, but only about a third of the yield in numbers
and pounds of fish came from this reservoiro Although access to the associated fisheries was not particularly good in general, Pishkun Reservoir
T/as accessible to people of Choteau and tox"nis to the north and east over a
fair road direct from Choteau o The reservoir had the reputation of producing an occasional 4- or 5~pound rainbow trout. Since more than 72 percent
of the parties fishing in Pishkun came from Choteau and other tovms north
and east of there, access again seems to be a major factor contributing to
the amount of fishing.
As in the North Fork Sun River, essentially all the fish taken in the
associated fisheries were game fish. Trout (rainbow, brown, cutthr-oat,
and brook) and grayling constituted 77 percent of the catch, while pike,
yellow perch, and largemouth black bass constituted 17 percent of the
catcho About 6 percent of the catch was suckers. Pike and bass were taken
from Split Rock Lakes only. Perch were taken from both Pishkvin Reservoir
and Split Rock Lakes. Details of the composition of the catch are shown
in table So
The average rate of catch on all units of the associated fishery,
except that of Pishkun Canal, was considerably smaller than that on the
North Fork Sun River (table 2), although the average weight of most species
of fish taken was greater (table 4). The average rate of catch of 0o56
fish per hour (0.19 pound per hour) determined for Pishkun Canal is quite
comparable to that of the North Pork Sun River probably because most of
the recorded fishing in the canal was near the intake at Diversion
Reservoir.
j,

Split Rock Lakes, which were essentially pike waters, were comparatively productive in terms of pounds of fish per hour (0.23), but in
terms of fish per hour they had the lowest rate of catch of any of the
T/aters in the study area (0»06)o
The average weight of pike, which constituted S6 percent of the catch, was 3.77 pounds. These lakes were
especially attractive to those individuals who like to fish leisurely
with live minnows.
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a

Wood Lake, near the head of Wood Creek, a tributary of the South Fork
of the Iforth Fork, probably should have been given equal consideration with
the South Fork in this study. Because of its remoteness from the main
census area, personnel limitations, and other difficulties, it was censused
for a 2-week period only, and it vra.s not possible to estimate pressure and
yield for the same period as the other fisheries. During the 2 -week census
(June 22 to July 7, probably the period of heaviest fishing) 50 parties
were contacted. The contacted fishermen (139) caught 185 fish, all of which
vrere trout.
The catch vras comprised of appro j:im.ately equal n\.unbers of rainbow trout, cutthroat trout, and brook trout (table 3), The average rate of
catch was 0,26 fish per hour (O.ll pound per hour). The average weight of
trout taken vra.s about 0,44 pound. It is estimated that a total of 385
fisherrf.an-days (1,965 fishernan-hours) was expended, and 494 trout, vxeighing
199 pounds, ^-rere taken at Wood Lake (ta'^les 5 and 6) during the period
June 22 to

Julj/-

7.

Mi seel 1 neous Information

About 98 percent of the fishermen contacted during the course of the
study were residents of llontana (table 7)j of these, 72 percent came from
Great j^alls, nonresident fishermen came from 21 States. Appro::imately
9G percent of the fishermen In the contacted parties came from an area
v/ithin a lOO--aile radius (which included Great Falls), 32 percent came from
T/ithin a 50-milc radius, and 3 percent came from vfithin a 25-mile radius
(table 3). The small percentage of fishermen from within the 25-mile
radius can be directly attributed to the limited population in that zone©
That 64 (77 percent) of the 33 fishermen who came from a distance of over
300 miles v;ere nonresidents, indicates the attractiveness of this wilderness area to noni'esidents.

Hen comprised 77 percent of the total number of anglers in the contacted parties, women 14 percent, and children 9 percent.
The largest fish recorded during the study vra.s a 11,7-poiand pike.
The largest trouts were a rainboiv v/eighing 2.9 pounds and tvTO brovms
iveighing 3,6 pounds each.

Boats were used by about 43 percent of the fishing parties contacted
at Gibson Reservoir, 26 percent at Diversion Reservoir, and 11 percent at
Split Rock Lakes, Boats were prohibited on the other reservoirs in the
study area; only three boats were observed on the streams during the census.

Until the first part of July, bait fishing v/as the most common method
of fishing* after that time fly fishing became increasingly popular.
Grasshoppers were the favorite bait at Pishkun Reservoir, and minnows were
favored at Split Rock Lakes.

On the average, each fisherman-day v;as 4,5 hours long. Extremes in
the length of the average fi she man -day for the various areas v;ere 2,8
hours on Pishkun Canal and 6,3 hours on Split Rock Lakes, The average was
21

TABLE 7.—f^ umber and percent of resident and nonresident fishermen. North

Fork Sun River and associated fisheries, Montana, 1951-

Residency

4.7 hours for the stream above Gibson Reservoir, 3,9 hours for the middle
section of the river, and 4,1 for the lower section. Fisherman-^hours per
day on the reservoirs averaged as follows; Gibson Reservoir, 5,6 hours;
Diversion Reservoir, 4.8 hours; Pishlam Reservoir, 3,3 hours; Willow Creek
Reservoir, 3.8 hours; Tunnel Lake, 5.4 hours; Split Rock Lakes, 6.3 hours;
and Wood Lake,» 5,1 hours.

Most of the fishermen made only 1-day trips to the area, but a sufficient number made extended trips of such duration (2 to 57 days) that the
average was 1,9 days for the area below Gibson Reservoir, 2,0 for Gibson
Reservoir, 3,5 for the area above Gibson Reservoir, and 1,4 for Wood Lake,

RESULTS OF FISHERIvIMI-EaPEIIDITURE STIHDY
On the assumption that expenditures made by fishermen using a fishery
are an indication of its monetary value, data pertaining to this aspect of
the fisheries were obtained during the course of the creel census. Because
of difficulties inherent in obtaining certain types of expenditure information (Fish and Wildlife Service, 1951c), the present survey was restricted
to items relating to trip and transportation expenses; to complete the
analysis, investment and annual expenditure figures obtained in another
study in Montana are included.
Because fishermen's expenditures v;ere considerably higher in the more
remote locations of the study area, expenditure data were compiled separately for the T;aters below Gibson Reservoir, for Gibson Reservoir, and
for waters above Gibson Reservoir, Fishing and jdeld data were secured
for only a 2-T,ireek period on Wood Lake, so expenditure data for this unit
were compiled separately. In the follo^ving analysis of fishermen's expenditures, data are presented for each of the loca.tions, as well as for the
study area as a whole.
The average round-trip mileage and transportation expenditure (at
cents per mile) for 1 day of fishing for each fisherman was computed as
follows; beloT/7 Gibson Reservoir, 38,7 miles, .^2,71; Gibson Reservoir, 31,1
miles, $2,18; above Gibson Reservoir, 41,0 miles, -^2,87; and Wood Lake,
45,9 miles, $3,21, The average round -trip mileage and transportation expenditure for the area as a whole was 38,5 miles and $2,70,
7

Trip expenditures made up of items listed in table 9 varied from JO
to 018, 00 per person per day, and averaged O0.70 in the area beloY/ Gibson
Reservoir, 01,89 for Gibson Reservoir, 05,33 in the area above Gibson
Reservoir, and 0o,43 for Wood Lake, The average for all areas was Olo07,
Trip expenditures were higher in the more remote areas (except Wood Lake)
because of boat rentals, horse rentals, and guide service, and the greater
cost of lodging, food, and miscellaneous items. The considerably Icnver
expenditure for Wood Lake fishermen can be accounted for by the fact that
most of the individuals spent onljr 1 day per fishing trip, thus they had
no expenditures for many of the items listed in table 9, Considering the
study area as a whole, approximately 44 percent of the fishermen did not
make any purchases of supplies or services,
23
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Although annual and investment e:vpenditure data were not obtained
during the study, information on these ti'/o expenditures is available from
a study conducted in three Uontana counties (Fish and Wildlife Service,
1951c), Data from the county survey are assumed to be applicable to this
study, since the t;irpe of equipment used by the fishermen \7o.s similar to
that used by the cold-water fishermen interviewed during coxmty survey and
the license fee was the same. The county survey revealed considerable
variation in the per-person por-day expenditure for combined investment and
annual items betiToen cold-v:ater fishermen in Valley and Roosevelt Counties
(02.97) and Yellowstone County (yo.65); but because of the better sample
from YelloTJ-stone County 9/, it is believed that the Yellowstone Coiinty fishermen' s expenditure for cold-xmter fishinr more closely approximates the
expenditures of the fishermen with which this report is concerned. Accordingly, data from Yellowstone County, modified as indicated belov/, have been
applied in completing the analysis of the xlorth Fork Sun -liver and associated
fisheries.
The Y?llov;stone County survey indicated that the average cold-water
fisherman spent $3.65 per day for combined annual and investment items,
but it was necessary to modify this value before it could be used for the
present purpose. The data gathered in the county survsy referred to the
per-person per-day expenditure of the average license holder rather than
the average fisherman in the field. Therefore, the data v;cre weighted
according to the number of times the fisherman went fishing, to obtain
the expenditure for the average individual in the field. I.iodif ication
The average
of the Yellowstone County data was accomTlished as follovTs:
season expenditure for combined an?iual and investment items (033.50) was
divided by the average niuaber of days (12.5) the fishermen spent cold-water
fishing to determine the per-day expenditures of 02.68 (rounded to $2.50).
Approximately tliree -fourths of the $2,63, or 02.2O, was for investment
items, and the remaining 0o,48 was for annual expenditures* after rounding,
these figures v/ere 02,05 and OO.'iS, respectively.

Using the combined trip and transportation expenditures obtained during the creel census (belov; Gibson Reservoir, 03.41j Gibson Reservoir,
04.07; abnve Gibson Reservoir, 0".2O; and Wood Lake, 03.64) with the combined annual and investment e:-:^enditures (02. 50) from the Yellowstone
County survey, average total expenditures per person per day of about
05.91 for the area below Gibson Reservoir, 06,57 for Gibson Reservoir,
vlO,70 for the area above Gibson Reservoir, and 06,14 for Wood Lake v/ere
derived. The percentage distribution of the component parts of the total
daily expenditure per person are shoii/n for each fishery in Fig. 5,

9/ Eighty-trro percent of the 187 license holders in Yellowstone
County could be classified as cold-v;ater fishermen, as against only 18
percent of the 170 license holders interviewed in Valley and Roosevelt
Counties (Fish and Wildlife Service, 1951c),
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Application of the average daily expenditures per fisherman to the
total estimated mmber of fishermaji<»days for each area results in the following estimated values: Below Gibson Reservoir, §50,909; Gibson Reservoir,
55j,880| above Gibson Reservoir, $7,148; and Wood Lake, 52,364 (table 10).
It was estiinated that 6,636 pounds of fish were taken from waters below
Gibson Reservoir, 1,415 pounds were taken from Gibson Reservoir, 832 pounds
were taken above Gibson Reservoir, and 199 pounds were taken from Wood Lake;
thus, the costs per pound of fish were about $7,67, $4,16, $8,59, and §11,88,
respectively.

Discussion
Comparisons of the various check areas of the llorth Fork Sun River
study area on the basis of total fishing pressure and yield have already
been made, and considerable variation has been shovm (tables 5 and 6),
Variations in the physical and biological nature of the bodies of water,
and more particularly in accessibility, lessen the significance of any
comparison on this basis.

Fishing success, as measured by the rate of catch, offers a somewhat
better means for comparison in judging the relative merits of the various
waters. While rates of catch also may be affected by many of the same
factors that cause variation in the total number of fi she rroan -days and
yield, these values afford the best common denominator for comparison from
the point of view of the angler.
There was considerable variation betvTOen the several check areas of
the study even on the basis of fishing success (table 2); but, in general,
rate of catch in terms of fish per hour and pounds of fish per hour of
effort was better on the- streams than, on the reservoirs. With the exception of the 1-mile IJorth Fork-South Fork area where the rate of catch was
0,16 fish per (0,14 pounds per hour), the seasonal rates of catch for the
streams in the area ranged from 0,38 to 0,78 fish per hour, while the rate
of catch on the reservoirs varied from 0,06 to 0,38 fish per hour. With
respect to pounds of fish per hour, fishing success on the streams varied
from 0,13 to 0,34, as compared with 0,10 to 0,29 for the reservoirs,

A number of creel-census studies have been made of other streams and
reservoirs throughout the country; and, although for a variety of reasons
few of these other bodies of water are comparable to those in the llorth
Fork Sun River study area, comparisons on the basis of rate of catch provide a general idea of the relative quality of 'the fishing in waters of the
North Fork Sun River study area, A comparison of rates of catch for streams
is shovm in table 11 and for reservoirs in table 12,
The rates of catch for streams in the study area, when tabulated with
respect to numbers of fish caught per hours, occur in the lower three quarters of the other studies listed and therefore can be considered as
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slightly below average (table 11), In general, the rates of catch in pounds
of fish per hour compare somev/hat r_Tre favorably, althoush oven in this
respect fishing in the study area Tra.s only about average (iniddlG third of
studies listed),
studjr area
''.'Vhen comparing rates of catch on lakes and reservoirs in the
v/ith those of other lakes and reservoirs (table 12), the reservoirs in the
study area fall within the lower taTO-thirds of other reservoirs listed,

both in numbers and in pounds of fish per
be considered slightly below a.verage,

houjr;

thus, in general, they can

yield of the llorth Fork Sun I^iver
other trout streams in I'ontana would be desirable, UnfortunateljA, the only streams on which comparable studies have been made
are the West Gallatin and Iladison Rivers, exceptionally productive waters
which are readily accessible to fishermen. Fishing pressure and yield determined for a 2S-mile stretch of the ITest Gallatin in 1950 was 460 fisheriaan-days and 580 fish or 400 poimds of fish per mile (Fish and Wildlife
Service, lP51a); that for 93 miles of the !fadison River determined over
the period 1950 through 1952 was 231 fisherman-days and 535 fish or 494
pounds of fish per mile (Fish and ITildlife Service, 1953),
Co::iparisons of fishing pressure and

with a

varietj'' of

Considering the entire 30 i.ailes of stream in the Ilorth Fork Sun River
study area, pressure and jdeld per mile v^^as 50 fisherman-days and 107 fish
or 43 pounds of fish. Although these values are lovr compared with those
of the foregoing streams, greater potentialities are suggested for the
llorth Fork Sun River v:hen comparisons are confined to the 8-mile middle
section of the stream. In this section, where access is comparable to that
of the lYcst Gallatin and ^ladison Rivers, the pressure and jdeld per mile
was 253 fisherman-days and 47S fish weighing 134 pounds (table 6), Except
for the smaller yield in pounds per mile, this 8-mile, readily accessible
section of the study area com.pared favorably with the "(Yest Gallatin and
Lladison, Vfere other portions of the llorth Fork Sun liiver equalljr accessible, pressure and yield of the rivsr as a v/hole probably would be considerably greater.

Although fishing in some sections of the ITorth Fork Sun River was
light, probably because of poor access, the existence of such isolated
areas is im.portant to a certain segment of the population, and there is
an apparent need for preservation of some areas in a more or less primitive
state. This is illustrated by the use made of the approximate 50 miles of
wilderness stream above Gibson Reservoir (17 percent of total pressure on
the ITorth Fork Sun River), This area v/as most attractive to nonlocal
poople, that is, those from the prairies to the east in I'ontana and from
the eastern States, Approximately 55 percent of the nonresidents (from 21
States, 20 of which vrere east of Montana) who v;ere contacted during the
study used the fishery above Gibson, About 86 percent of the fishing
above Gibson was by residents; however, excluding those individuals who
came from a radius of over 300 miles and were m.ostly nonresidents, about

©

(0

_

73 percent of the residents v;ho used the area came from a radius of over
50 miles. Most of these people came from the prairie region east of the
That these fisheirmen were vd-lling to spend
llorth Fork Sun River country.
almost twice as much per day as those using the more accessible areas
($10.70 as against |5.91 to $6.57) to fish in a primitive setting is further
evidence of the importance of such isolated fisheries.

Results of expenditure studies similar to those described for the
North Fork Sun River and associated fisheries have been analyzed for three
other cold-water fisheries and four warm-water fisheries. Results of these
studies, together with those for this study, are shown in tables 13 and 14,
There is considerable variation in the expenditure items listed in table
13, not only betrreen the two types of fisheries (warm-water or cold-water)
but v/ithin each of the types; nevertheless, on the basis of the data shown
it appears that cold-v/ater fishermen generally spend more per day to fish
than do warm-water fishermen, and cold-water fish cost more per pound to
catch than do warm-water species.
As is shoTm in the cited references and preceding sections of this
report, the average expenditure per person per day is dependent upon a
number of factors. Of these factors, that of miles traveled is the most
important, as it in turn affects trip expenditures (table 14). As has
been demonstrated in a study of annual and investment expenditures of
Montana sportsmen (Fish and Midlife Service, 1951c), expenditures for
equipment are naturally higher for cold-water fishing. The average expenditure per pound of fish is affected not only by the total expenditure
per person per day, but also by the rate of catch (both in numbers and in
pounds of fish per hour). Expenditures per surface area of water or mile
of stream are indirectly affected by the same factors as those affecting
expenditures per person or per pound of fish,

SUIMARY
1, A study was made in 1951 of the fishing and yield of the Ilorth
Fork Sun River and associated fisheries in Montana, Except for one check
area. Wood Lake, estimates of fishing and yield v/ere made for the period
lfe.y 20 through September 30.
Estimates for Wood Lake were made for the
period June 24 to July 7 only.
2. Estimated fishing pressure and yield from approximately 80 miles
of the North Fork Sun River (including two reservoirs which had a total
surface area of 1,460 acres), during the period May 20 through September 30,
1951, was about 7,201 fisherman -days, and 14,755 fish weighing 6,728 pounds.
Essentially all (99,8 percent) of the fish taken were game fish (trout,
grayling, and whitefish). The average rate of catch v.'as 0.52 fish per
hour or 0.20 pounds of fish per hour.
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Estimated fishing pressure and yield from approximately 3,100
acres of vmter in the associated fisheries, during the period Ilay 20
through September 30, 1951, v/as about 2,976 fisherman-days and 1,54S
fish weighing 2,155 pounds. The catch was composed of about 78 percent
trout, grayling, and vdiitefish, 16 percent pike and yellow perch, and
The average rate of catch vms 0.11 fish per hour or
6 percent suckers.
0.16 pounds of fish per hour.
3,

4, Estimated fishing pressure and yield from the 20-acre Wood Lake,
during the period June 24 to July 7, 1951, only, was about 385 fishermandays, and 494 fish weighing 199 pounds. The catch T;as 100 percent trout.
The average rate of catch Tms 0,26 fish per hour or 0.11 pounds of fish
per hour,

About 98 percent of the fishermen contacted during the study
were residents of Ilontana, 72 percent of v/hom came from Great Falls,
Montana, about 50 miles away. All but 7 percent of the fishermen came
from within 100 miles of the study area. The importance of the Tri.lderness area above Gibson Reservoir to nonlocal people is Indicated.
Fifty-five percent of all the nonresidents contacted during the study
used this area and, ei:clusive of those who came from more than 300 miles
avra.y, 73 percent of the residents who used the area came from more than
50 miles away.
5.

Results of the fisherman expenditure study indicated an average
per-day expenditure of $6,27, mth a range of «5,91 to $10.70 for various
segments of the fishery. The average expenditure per pound of fish varied
from v4,12 to $12.26 for the various segments of the fishery and averaged
§7.41, The total annual value of the fishery is estimated to be $66,000.
6,

The seasonal rates of catch for the streams were considerably
than
for the reservoirs. With minor exceptions, the rates of
higher
catch in numbers and pounds of fish per hour for the water included in
the study were lower than rates shovm for many other midwestern streams,
lakes, and reservoirs.
7.

A comparison of expenditure infoniation obtained during the
Fork Sun River study with that obtained on other studies indicated
the importance of the radius of influence in determining expenditures and
referable values.
8.

Ilorth
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